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Dave Rodney
•Adventurer •Writer
•Film Maker
Standing on the summit of Mount Everest twice, delivering the first Internet
business/education program from Mt. Everest, and creating an entrepreneurial
film venture group – Dave Rodney knows how to confront challenges and live
life to the fullest! He is a dynamic and empowering motivator who shares
his ‘Everest Lessons’ - refreshing insights on the secrets to scaling your own
summits.
‘Sherpa Dave’ (a nickname assigned to him by the people of Nepal) has
been the subject of and the videographer for six documentaries. His
photography, videography and articles have been utilized around the
world by such media as National Geographic, Oprah and the BBC. Dave
also takes special pride in ‘climbing with a conscience’, regularly assisting
with local, national and international causes.
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Dave’s quest for serving others has inspired him to spearhead a project to
climb in remote regions of the world while examining educational,
business and human rights issues. He is also working on a book project
that will detail his Himalayan experiences, plus a number of multi-cultural,
adventure-related TV and film projects.

Dave’s Achievements
• 1 of the few to summit Everest twice
• Coordinator of the 1st interactive
Everest Internet program
• 20 years of adventure experience
• Featured in 6 documentary films
• CEO of SpiritQuest Enterprises Inc.
• BA, BEd, MRE

Summit 1999

Khumbu Icefall

"Dave is incredibly motivating. All
of us face difficulties; if we learn
from Dave’s strategizing, we will
be successful."
Hewlett Packard

Final Steps to Summit

Summit 2001
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Climb Beyond
Your Summit
Translating his experiences on Mount Everest to the
personal and professional journeys of life, Dave
Rodney’s powerful and entertaining keynotes
renew audiences, inspiring them to summit their
‘Everyday Everests’. Utilizing video footage
from the top of Everest, Dave delivers an
enthralling and genuine presentation each and
every time.
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Audiences Learn from
Dave’s Everest Lessons:
• Thinking differently reverses ‘failure’
• Turning fear into focus manages change
• Climbing together builds an enterprising team

One of Dave’s trademarks is customizing his presentations; he tailors his keynotes to your
organization’s climate and theme. Dave is honored to spend time with your audience,
answering questions and assisting you in reaching beyond the bottom line. Whether it is a
keynote, a general session, or an executive retreat, Dave Rodney is the speaker for you!
"Our employees have experienced a deep cultural shift; this has been a serious challenge
for them to comprehend and execute. All were genuinely impacted by Dave’s Everest
analogies which established a definitive plan for their business and personal journeys."
Cargill
"Your presentation was the best keynote we have ever booked! All of us were sitting on
the edge of our seats!"
National Bottled Water Association

Dave’s presentations include:
• Spectacular Video & Images
• Researched Specifically for your Event
Dave is also available for:

Breakout Sessions, School/Charity Events,
Team Building/Outdoor Trips

